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Progress reports for maximal impact

WHO is the intended reader?

Focus group: parliamentarians, 

journalists, civil society



A gripping report

Rethinking three key parts:

1. Political Criteria

2. Economic Criteria

3. Acquis and sectoral policies



THE NEW ACCESSION CHALLENGE (2014-2020)

Today´s seven:

Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey 

None will join the EU by 2020



The challenge for the COMMISSION

The most challenging candidates ever: 

poorer, post-conflict, new states

Huge need for reform of everything

Member states suspicious - relative progress is not 
enough

Bilateral vetoes



The challenge for ACCESSION COUNTRIES

actual accession is distant

limited human and financial resources

pro-EU consensus is often abstract and shallow



How to motivate the KEY ACTORS? 

politicians

civil servants

civil society

concerned interest groups

the general public



EU ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS

These SHOULD be the key tool to

assess PAST progress

define the FUTURE reform agenda

MOBILISE all constituencies

and REASSURE and convince member states

ARE THEY NOW?



1. Benchmarking: the genius of PISA



When new PISA results appear they are …

… headline news everywhere

… parsed for detail: reading, math, science
results? Boys vs. girls? Which schools?

Thus shaped global reform debate since 2001



The public loves competition – this fuels
national policy debates



The public loves

competition

Where are „we“ 

compared to our

peers? 



2. Capturing the imagination: World Bank 
Doing Business Rankings



The danger: feeding illusion of a quick fix

2012 Ease of Doing Business (World Bank)

Macedonia 23rd 

Switzerland 28th 

In fact: Macedonia ahead on only two out of ten indicators

- starting a business (5th in the world)

- protecting investors (19th) – as defined almost meaningless

In all other indicators Macedonia is behind Switzerland. 

So what does its rank MEAN?



Rankings motivate meaningful reforms if they:

are subtle enough - so reforms shape annual results

are robust enough - not to be gamed easily

can be compared across time and between countries 

give feedback on WHO is responsible for future results



Rankings motivate meaningful reforms if they:

educate the broad public on the issues involved in 
reforms over time – capture media interest! 

lead to policy debates on criteria and reforms

crowd out less meaningful indicators



3. The Balkan visa roadmap experience

All countries given the same roadmaps

Some 40 specific reform goals (grouped in 
blocks)

Clear language in assessments: 

Fully met – largely met – not yet met



VISUALISING what remains to be done



Defining specific objectives 

Block 2: Illegal Migration including Readmission 
Commission: “FYROM … appears to generally meet the benchmarks set under Block 2” (1-) 

 

2.1.1 Implement legislation on movement of persons at the external borders & law on border 
authorities in line with the 2003 National Integrated Border Management Strategy 

1- 

2.1.2 Take budgetary and other measures ensuring efficient infrastructure, equipment, IT at borders 2+ 

2.1.3 Establish anti-corruption training & ethical codes for officials (border management) 1- 

2.1.4 Conclude a working arrangement with FRONTEX 1 

2.2.1 [Adopt and] implement legislation on carrier’s responsibility 1 

2.3.1 Implement the asylum legislation in line with internat. Standards 1- 

2.3.2 Provide adequate infrastructure (reception centres for asylum seekers) & strengthen bodies 
responsible for asylum procedures 

1- 

2.4.1 Mechanism to monitor migration flows (incl. migration profile), set up responsible bodies 2+ 

2.4.2 Adopt and implement integration policy for migrants incl. sustainable financial & social support 2+ 

2.4.3 Conduct inland detection, improve capacity to investigate org. facilitated illegal migration 2 

2.4.4 Implement a law on the admission and stay of third-country nationals 1 

2.4.5 Ensure expulsion of illegally residing third-country nationals 1 

 



Turning words into gripping images 

. 

Albania 

(May 2009)

Bosnia & 

Herzegovina

(May 2009)

Bosnia & 

Herzegovina

(Sept. 2009)

Macedonia

(May 2009)

Montenegro

(May 2009)

Serbia

(May 2009)

Block 1: 

Document 

security

3 3 1 1 1 1

Block 2: 

Illegal 

migration incl. 

readmission

3 3 1 1 2 2

Block 3: 

Public order 

and security

3 3 2 1 2 2

Block 4: 

External 

relations and 

fundamental 

rights

3 3 1 1 2 2

Average 3 3 1.25 1 1.75 1.75



The possibility to surprise (positive/negative)

. 



4. PROGRESS REPORTS and MOTIVATION



Defining the HORIZON

Frontier of Excellence in all acquis chapters

FOR ALL SEVEN

Set out goals per chapter

LAWS, INSTITUTIONS, IMPLEMENTATION

Annual assessment of ALL criteria



Making progress VISIBLE

Each benchmark in each sectoral policy
roadmap: 

fully met

largely met

not yet met

Erring on side of being strict – build credibility



5. Motivation, mobilisation and PEOPLE

There are individuals behind every reform! 

The power of credible feedback

The power of focus and sense of direction



Radmila Sekerinska, deputy prime minister on EU 
reforms 2002-2006



The joy of beating expectations

“I had just talked to the commission representatives, 
the director for enlargement, and I remember that he 
made a comment afterwards to our journalists saying: 
‘Well, she said the right things, she promised the right 
goals, but then when I look at the list of the things that 
Macedonia needs to achieve, it’s mission impossible. 

So, we’ll see if she can actually deliver …’”



Gordana Djurovic, on EU questionnaire in Montenegro 
2009



Mobilize professional pride

“We began working on the questionnaire on the 1st of 
August. It meant no holiday and whole days of work in 

40 degree temperatures. … We responded in three 
cycles, in almost 6,000 pages, with 11,000 pages of 

annexes, so the whole package was about 17,000 pages 
… It was the biggest administrative project ever 

organised by the Montenegrin administration. We are 
very proud of how we managed to do it, given that our 

administration is the smallest in the region.”



Ruzica Gelo, head of food safety directorate during
Croatian accession



Looking to others

“No country can do this work by themselves. European 
Commission assistants are crucial. For the rest of the 

Western Balkans I would say look at Croatia and 
Slovenia. These cases will be most applicable. But, of 

course, also look at other countries. We used the 
experience of phytosanitary regulation from Slovenia 

and the UK.”



Silvana Ljubenova –working group on Free Movement 
of Goods, Bulgaria 1999



Belief and guidance

“You must personally believe that this is worth it, 
otherwise it is impossible. It is really difficult, it takes a 

lot of effort to work twelve hours a day. It’s not because 
someone told us that this is important; you must feel it.

I personally think that if we hadn’t made all these 
efforts Bulgaria wouldn’t be the place that it is now. We 
needed strong guidance on how to do things, how to 

change. I think the rules of the European Union gave us 
a chance to find the way much faster.”



Agneza Rusi, Foreign Ministry, on Macedonian
reforms



Clarity (2009) …

“The most important thing was that we entered a 
process which was well defined, with clear 

benchmarks … This is why this visa liberalization 
exercise was very helpful to us …”



The absence of a merit-based process

“A lot of us working in the administration on issues 
related to our European integration process feel de-

motivated and disappointed. The EU integration 
process was designed to be a merit-based process, 

similar to the visa liberalisation process.”



Mira Medic (Croatian Ministry of Environment)

“We were staying until 3AM. The EU is historic, you 
know you are doing something that will not happen to 
every generation, it was us and pushed us to work very 

hard.

But these are things that we are doing for ourselves, 
not for the EU. If the referendum is off, this was still 

good. Reforms should be carried out regardless of the 
EU. The EU came as an accelerator.”


